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InsideAngles BY DOUG STANGE

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Topics in a column such as those in Bits and Pieces
take a different route to enlightenment about more
diverse topics. Many puzzling issues have been
addressed in the 37 years the column has run. Like
how much weight fish lose by being out of water or not
being weighed promptly. As in, “The
fish would have been a record if the
angler hadn’t waited 8 hours to weigh
the catch.” It isn’t uncommon to see
suggestions that fish weight can drop
by 5 percent to as much as 15 percent.

The column cited an instance of a
marlin caught off the South Carolina
coast which weighed 678 pounds (a
state record) when it first hit scales,
but 608 pounds 10 hours later, on an
official scale. Apparently, the fish
lost 70 pounds, or about 10 percent
of its weight.

South Carolina biologists ques-
t ioned the loss and tested two
400-pound marlin. One was left
unprotected in hot sunlight, while the
other was wrapped and iced. After
two hours, the protected fish had lost
1.8 pounds (0.45 percent), while the
other marlin lost 4.4 pounds (1.14 per-
cent) The maximum loss after 15 hours
was 2.1 percent of total weight.

So the near-record marlin should
only have lost about 14 pounds. Later,
a photograph revealed that the first
scale had been misread by 70 pounds. In Texas, another
test was made after anglers found a near-record large-
mouth floating dead in the water. Had the fish been a
record before it died? Tests of dead bass held in water
showed they gained only slight weight. So a dead bass
would gain only slightly if held in water, and it would
lose only slightly if held out of water, laying on a dock
or placed on ice.

Among the most enlightening reports have been
about fish tracking, something In-Fisherman pio-
neered. The first study ever written about anywhere

Enlightenment One “Bit” of  
Information at a Time

e articles in In-Fisherman take the reader well down a road to understand-

ubjects about specific fish species. The largemouth bass article in this issue, for

le, digs deep into options for connecting with bass by using a new generation of

topwater lures. As we so often say, a little tweak here, a little trick there, and soon enough

you’re fishing better than you have before.

was about muskies in West Okoboji Lake, Iowa. This
study, conducted in the late 1970s, revealed that after
spawning, fish roamed open water until distinct
weededges set up in about mid-July. No wonder fish
were hard to catch until later in summer, as anglers of 

the day usually targeted structural elements and gen-
erally didn’t consider that fish sometimes held in open
water away from structure.

In another early report, largemouth bass were
tracked in a lake in which weedgrowth was elim-
inated by grass carp. With little cover to relate to,
bass used three depth zones: (A) inshore (0 to 7 feet),
(B) middepth (7 to 11 feet), and (C) offshore (11 feet
or deeper). Bass in each depth range used different
types of cover and hunting tactics. Inshore bass usu-
ally stayed near shoreline trees and roots. One inshore 
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fish stayed near piers. In contrast,
four of the five middepth bass were
near or under piers 40 percent of the
time. These bass moved from pier to
pier and aggregated with other mid-
depth bass. Meanwhile, offshore
areas were devoid of underwater
structure. Bass there related to the
bottom or roamed open water, sus-
pending to feed on shad.

Thus, science indicated how
bass might function after under-
water vegetation is removed. It
explains poor fishing after vegeta-
tion is removed, as many bass sus-
pend away from obvious cover and
are hard to locate, although “bank
beaters” would still find some fish,
as would anglers targeting piers
and docks.

T he repor t a l so a f f i r med
information from other tracking
studies—information largely over-
looked or forgotten today—show-
ing that bass (and other fish with
large gas bladders) tend to stay in

the same depth range day after day.
Bass move to feed in local home
ranges, but seldom shift depth more
than a few feet. That is, deep bass
stay in deep water and their activ-
ity periods are established by con-
ditions at that depth. Shallower fish
stay put, too, and have activity peri-
ods based on conditions there. As
we know, depth and time of activity
are key variables in patterning fish.

Many studies also clarified how
fish make food choices. Pike in one
study were given a choice of yel-
low perch, dace, sticklebacks, and
fathead minnows. The pike ate the
minnows first, then switched to
sticklebacks and dace. Perch were
least often targeted.

So then why are yellow perch the
predominant prey in many North
American pike waters? Apparently,
pike often create their own prey
environment, selectively eating
prey species until hard-to-catch spe-
cies dominate baitfish populations.

Eventually, a somewhat balanced
predator-prey population develops
where harder-to-catch prey fish are
most abundant.

Anglers often assume that it’s
best to imitate the predominant
prey species when choosing lures.
Science suggests why it may at
times be better to do the opposite,
choosing a lure that looks differ-
ent than the predominant prey and
may be judged easier to catch than
the predominant prey.

The road to understanding may
be straightforward. Other times,
the routes are circuitous and coun-
ter-intuitive. Just “knowing more”
about various aspects of a sub-
ject we love is satisfying for most
anglers. And the more “bits and
pieces” of science we know and can
relate to our fishing the better we
should be at solving the everyday
puzzles that we face when we’re on 
the water. ■
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Bits
Blending Fishery Science with Everyday Fishing

&Pieces
BY STEVE QUINN, DR. ROB NEUMANN,

DR. HAL SCHRAMM & RALPH MANNS 

Life History Lessons—

//
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nch Spinner
gear ratio of 4.6:1, the Abu Garcia Winch spinning
deal for fishing crankbaits and swimbaits, allowing for
teady retrieves that maximize sensitivity. She’s a beauty

Built Yeti tough, the Camino Carryall 35
has a waterproof bottom and body, weighing just
3.3 pounds, measuring approximately 15 inches
tall,10 inches wide, and 18 inches long, making
it the perfect gear tote bag on the bank or in the 
boat—$149.99, yeti.com ■
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Classic
Platinum Black
The Eagle Claw Kahle is a proprietary name for
wide-gap hooks like the Eagle Claw Lazer Sharp
L141. Previously available in bronze, it’s now offered in
high-grade platinum black (L141HBP), in 3/0, 5/0, 7/0
and 9/0 sizes for bass, catfish, and other large spe-
cies—$6.99 to $9.99, eagleclaw.com

Spinner Blade
A blade design that elongates as it spins at speeds as
slow as 0.4 mph, the Montana Blade is offered
in a variety of colors, sold individually or in a 5-pack—
$.85 and $3.49, respectively, ramlures.com

r’s version of the iconic Opinel knives made in France
ears, the Slim Line 10 has a 4-inch stainless-steel

folds into a 5-inch bubinga wo d o create the
ocket fillet knife—$30
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producer, host of the TV Show “Hunt for Big Fish,” and inveterate lure tinkerer Larry Dahlberg.

Topwaters
TOPPIN’

The first version, Whop-
per Plopper 190, measured 7.5 
inches. “I worked with River-
2Sea to build a new version of 
a classic style of muskie lure,” 
Dahlberg relates. “Early models 
included the Mudpup, Gooch’s 
Tally Wacker, and Dick Gries’ 
Top Kick. The rear portion spins 
and its curved blade throws a 
lot of water. We refined its con-
struction and made the tail fin 
of tough plastic, which made 
it more durable and also produced unique sounds. But 
when testing early versions for muskies, I had big large-
mouths and smallmouths attacking it.”

Today, the 190 model is popular among lunker hunt-
ers in California, where deep structure, clear water, 
abundant rainbow trout, and giant bass make huge lures 

of all sorts a good option. The 
13⁄8-ounce, 5-inch 130 model has 
found most favor, but all sizes 
have sold fast since the closely 
guarded secret got out. The 
expose came at the October 2015 
Bassmaster Central Open tour-
nament on Table Rock, as FLW 
Tour pro James Watson of Mis-
souri realized the time was ripe 
as choppy conditions brought 
big bass onto rocky points. On 
Table Rock and Lake of the 

Ozarks, big buzzbaits have long been favored for pre-
cisely those conditions, as big fish gravitate to main-lake 
coves with rocky banks. “It casts farther and more accu-
rately than a buzzer,” Watson notes, “and tends to call up 
bigger bass, perhaps due to its size and ability to work 
great at a range of speeds.”

>>>>>>
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,
m morning, its ruckus seemed obnoxious
I reeled it brisk to say the least. Indeed, I

mined that the sweet spot in retrieve speed,
and vibration seem most potent, is steady
bly faster than a typical horizontal retrieve.
to work well any time bass are gathered on
r along breaks with moderate cover of veg-
and or rock, from early summer into early
wo imposing trebles, it can’t negotiate grass
ns near the surface, as stalks wrap the tail
tch dangling hooks.
ing May, Florida pro Chris Lane, now liv-
a, capitalized on a shallow bite at Toledo
ir on the Texas-Louisiana border to take

he 4-day event on topwater lures. His lure
Whopper Plopper. Many anglers rely on

topwater lures primarily in low-light conditions, shiftin
to deeper techniques midday. Whil
Kevin VanDam exploited big bass
Strike King 10XD that runs close
fished topwaters from blastoff to
bass weighing over 88 pounds. W
on, it’s really on, though persistenc
through hours without a strike to t
lunkers on the prowl. With such
more large topwater lures equippe
sound effects with special features

Propper Poppin’
With the emphasis on enh

sound production, a couple of n
pers catch the eye and ear, and h
deadly across the country. Lure
Ostruszka explains why novel po
appear, despite dozens of good one
lure design, the smallest tweaks
difference,” he says. “The mouths

,
particular action and sound to each lure.

“Many of the classics like the Rico, Yellow Magic, 
and Rebel Pop-R have an oval mouth with a shallow cup. 
Minimal force is required to create a popping sound. 
And with a fast retrieve they spit water, imitating shad 
schooling on the surface. Lures with a deeper and more 
exaggerated mouth create a loud bloop and a trail of bub-
bles when pulled sharply. This can be a great trigger for 
bass lurking in bushes or other dense cover. That was 
the allure of the vintage Rebel P70 Pop-R, the 1/2-ounce 
model that was 31⁄8 inches long.”

Long out of production, you can find original P70s 
on eBay in the $50 range. But anglers have discovered 
that the 6th Sense Splashback has similar allure and 
size. Ostruszka initially designed it for his own use,
and bass immediately signaled their approval. “I’d
carved a few of balsa in 2009 and brou ht them alon
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.
Storm Lures pro staffer and Bass-

master Elite pro Ott DeFoe of Tennes-
see went through a similar thought
process in working on Storm’s Arashi
Cover Pop. DeFoe knew he’d gotten
the design right when he used it to
land a 9-pound 9-ounce bass at the
2017 Bassmaster Classic on Toledo
Bend, bringing him a 5th-place fin-
ish. It measures 31⁄8 inch and weighs
1/2 ounce and sports a generous
hackle tail. Like the Splashback, it
has no rattle chamber. “Its shape and
balance allow you to work it in place,

, .
“We spent a lot of time try-

ing different positions for the line
tie and weight system, says Dan
Quinn, field promotions manager
for Rapala. We wanted a lure that
landed softly, as the key is putting
it near a bass in cover, so it has no
choice but to bite. Placing the weight
in the tail does this, and the Cover
Pop sits straight up like a bobber.
The line tie is high in the mouth, so
it pivots 90 degrees right and left
while lingering in the target area.”

Though it’s a walker, Bill Lewis’

Waking and Shaking
,

wakebaits seem underused and not
well understood. The earliest ver-
sions in the modern era date back
three decades. Most, such as Mann’s
1-Minus, dive 6 to 12 inches on a
moderate-speed retrieve or wake
the surface at a slow pace. The lat-
est wakebaits are designed to create
serious surface commotion. A bill
angled close to 90 degrees creates a
wide hunting wobble.

New on the market are a pair of
big baits—Chanwake from Jackall
Lures and i-Loud from Megabass.

oud is a 4.5-inch 1-ounce lure
ur different sound- and vibra-

roducing features. Its jointed
clacks as the hinges pivot,
an internal sound system
laterally, striking the inside
ody with every turn, produc-
w-frequency knock. The bill
a rolling surface action, while
r segment inclines upward,

metal propeller at the tip.
is is the lure you want when
s are hunting around shallow
s its bubble trail and other fea-
raw savage strikes,” says Cal-
Elite pro Chris Zaldain, who
red big with it on the Califor-

lta, and found success in tour-
ts on other tidal systems like
es River in Virginia and Flori-
Johns. “Seasonally, it’s worked

Topwaters





early fall. It’s especially effective
around old bedding areas and where
bluegills are nesting, when the blue-
gill-color b
peak times
day aroun
etation. Fi
steady,” he
7-foot 2-inc
Destroyer
moderate ac
with 40-p
Seaguar S
braid. The
lets a fish en
ter and ke
hooked.”

Compa
developme
Kenichi Iid
has a Rud
ancer (RA
contribute
sound. “It
for an extr
loud lure
adds. “We
on the RA
tem for sev
starting wit
i-Jack in 201

fall, when
school in c

Jackall s ompa our is anot er
eates a
s action
l wings
crank-

eminis-
Crazy

ia Elite
ner has
n, fish-
waters
ke, the
Delta,
a l l e r
ents,

tourna-
round
ry. “It’s

y favor-
its and
lway s
e one

deck,”

a ain, e avors rai , se ecting
Sunline 50-pound and runs it on a
medium-speed reel (6.2:1 gear ratio),
and a 7.5-foot cranking rod to keep
from pulling it away from bass on
the strike and to keep fish hooked.

Flappin’ Frogs
Seeking to find space in our

already bulging “frog boxes” are
a couple models that bring a new
dimension to this weedless pre-
sentation. Booyah’s Toad Runner
incorporates the weedless float-
ing body of the Pad Crasher with
a large flapper at the rear. Okla-
homa pro Jason Christie was the
force behind this one, and he’s had
great success already, with a top-10
at Sam Rayburn Reservoir in Texas
at last year’s Bassmaster Texas Fest
tournament. “It has a wire insert in
the tail, which allows you to shape
it, which affects surface action,”
Christie says. “Point the end of the
tail upward to increase splash and
vibration or flatten it for a more
subtle approach,” he recommends.
”Its tail is a f lexible but tough 
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great success with them.” Three top-
water designs have been available:
walking-style Pro Sizzle, Walk N
Pop popper, and Spin Master with a
pair of propellers fore and aft.

“The latest in Livingston’s line is
Freddy B,” Arnoldson says, “a weed-
less frog introduced late in 2017 that

roduces a fro y croak, imitatin

Topwaters

an a . o are compac an
weedless lures with a single prop at
the rear that sputters subtly as it’s
steadily retrieved. It passes through
vertical vegetation easily and over
surface plants as well. Each of the
Prop Frog’s feet has a flappin foot
that rotates out to the side, kicking
water and making a surface com-
motion. This one comes rigged
with a single stinger hook that rides
behind and helps to lift the frog
over grass clumps. It’s positioned to
not contact vegetation.

“The Prop Turtle is flatter and
weighs 3/4 ounce and also has a dou-
ble-prop system and a stinger hook.
It works best around vertical cover
or over open water. We tested many

eavi y
summer,
best on
30-poun

Surface Sounds
By th

produce
bass to
spitting
popper i
of threa
ping on
the loud
of a de
model
think a
is feedi
a compe



lure that vibrates to create a unique
low-frequency sound when it’s
moved, sounding like boing, hence its
name. This innovative concept goes
back 20 years or more as well known
custom lure painter Tim Hughes got
the idea from an angler in Arkan-
sas who made one by setting a gui-
tar wire within the body of a Zara
Spook. Hughes and partner Bill
Pacota began mass-producing them,
using nitinol wire instead. The com-
pany is now owned by Jason Yocum
of Indiana and he’s expanded the
lure line beyond the original walker,
including the 3½-inch Boing G2 Pop-
per and G3 Prop Bait. They have a
long tail hackle to add to the allure
as the lure’s paused and allowed to
settle in a key area.

Hughes sent me one years ago
and I’ve found it amazingly effec-
tive any time bass want a slow walk-
the-dog cadence. Largemouths come
unglued in their aggression. I’m
eager to try the new Popper and Prop
Bait, as extended pauses work best,
especially for smallmouth bass in
rivers and largemouths in deep clear
lakes. As I write this in late winter in
Minnesota, I’m longing for a warm
summer with luxuriant vegetation to
try these new topwater options. ■

EXCLUSIVE

FREE
Stauer® 8x21

Compact
Binoculars

-a $99 value-
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Knife
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seems ideal in current areas. It can be fished on a dead
drift and catch fish.

The body is wider than it is deep, enhancing its glid-
ing effect. It slips over rocky substrates, hanging up less

Hook Sense

plastics swim off-line and bites dwindle.
Jigs with short shanks are designed for fishing live-

bait. Controlling softbaits demands a long-shank jig
hook. For example, a Case Ringworm swims correctly

Speed Limits
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e e o e a ea a , a
Lunker City Swimmin’ Ribster are
examples of hybrid ringworms, with
slightly heavier bodies and thump-
ing swimbait tails instead of curly
tails. So they can be fished faster. In
fact, incrementally heavier heads are
required to pull them through the
water fast enough to make the tail
work. Optimum efficiency ranges
from 3/32 to 1/4 ounce for 4- and
5-inch baits that are so effective for
smallmouth bass.

Other softbaits with larger or 
thicker action parts have a bro
“sweet spot.” Optimum efficie
for a 5-inch grub can range sev
miles per hour. Threading a Ka
Lunker Grub on a 1/4-ounce Ka
Ultimate Darter Jig creates a kin
bladeless spinnerbait effect in s
low water. Ripping that comb
tion over shallow rocks as fast a
could turn our reel handles w
smallmouth tournament for u
Rainy Lake. The nose on a darter
head gets pushed a bit to one side,
then it overcorrects and so on, creat-
ing a wobble. But to achieve that kind
of speed, the hook has to be centered
perfectly in the lure and the point
has to come out on the seam or the
package turns sideways or spins out.

Forward speed and drop speed
are important factors. Jig weight is
merely one aspect of presentation
speed. A trailer with a heavy thump-
ing or twisting tail slows the drop.
A trailer with a straight or forked
tail allows the same jig to fall faster.
The shape of a jig has some influ-
ence. And the weight of the head is
only part of a jig’s weight. Jigs with
thick hooks fall faster than those
with light hooks on the same heads.
A 1/8-ounce Z-Man Headlock Jig
(which balances perfectly with 

›

erkley PowerBait Beat
Shad/Picasso Jig

■ ■

■ ■

ON BOTTOM

RINGWORMS  

■ AND ■

HYBRIDS

ll l

Z-
SwimmerZ/Z-Man

Headlock Jig

inesse rooJigs And Things Fox Hair Jig

oto Hula Grub/Eagle Claw
rokar Shell Buster Jig

T

Lunker City Swimmin’
Ribster/Keitech Tungste

Super Round Jig
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-GEAR-

NEW

o s a e ace o o o ,
and they balance best with the
medium-shaft hooks on the Finesse
ShroomZ.

In cloudy water, bright colors,
bottom contact, and craw imita-
tions or swimbaits with rattles
become more important. Jigs are
heavier to increase drop speed, not
forward speed. Football heads with
spider grubs excel for this situa-
tion. Trokar’s new Shell Buster cou-
pled with a Yamamoto Hula Grub
is a prime example.

Tried and True

o a ca s o o o c ass
through current and cloudy water.

The Boxer has a thick, strong
hook. Compare it to the thin wire of
a Gamakatsu jig hook on a 1/8-ounce
Gopher Tackle Mushroom Head Jig.
The Boxer requires at least 10-pound
line, preferably monofilament or flu-
orocarbon, or the hook won’t set. The
Boxer’s hook is too heavy to balance
well with thin worms and 3- to 4-inch
grubs. Dense hooks add weight to
the package, too—forcing combina-
tions to be fished at the faster end of

e co os a o e e
last year: A 3.8-inch Jackall Glossy
Shad on a 3/32-ounce Gopher Tackle
Mushroom Head Jig; a TightLines
Lures UV Beaver on the new 1/6-
ounce Z-Man Nedlock Jig; a Jackall
Rhythm Wave swimbait on a VMC
Darter Head; and a 3.8-inch Kalin’s
Sizmic Shad on a 1/8-ounce VMC
Half Moon Jig with its larger Barbar-
ian Hook. And when smallmouths
get crazy, nothing works better than
a Z-Man SwimmerZ swimbait on a
Z-Man Headlock Jighead because 
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with an external jighead like 
the Hammer Head, super-
glued in place. “An external
jighead gives the bait a 6-inch

rofile and tele ra hs bot-

BY DAN JOHNSON*

»
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More Matity Tips

20-pound Sufix 832 mainline
tipped with a 25-pound Sufix
Invisiline fluorocarbon leader. 

Strolling and
Downsizing

In-Fisherman Field Editor Gord
Pyzer, long a fan of paddletail swim-
baits, notes a few recent trends in
his paddler presentations. “When
we first started years ago, the bigger
5- and 6-inch paddletails were best
because they generally targeted the
biggest fish, often walleyes in the
8- to 10-pound class and better,” he
says. “Smaller walleyes hit them, but
there are often better presentations
for run-of-the-mill walleyes

“More recently, however, we’ve
discovered that we catch more typ-
ical nice-size walleyes, those in the
16- to 24-inch range, by using smaller
3- and 4-inch swimbaits, and fishing
them in shallower water,” he says.
“Regardless of the length and size
of the fish, the key always is using
a heavier jighead than you would
expect for the depth. I often use an
ounce for big walleyes in 8 to 10 feet
of water. The heavy head forces you
to fish swimbaits in the aggressive 
style walleyes often prefer.”

Not Livebait
In-Fisherman contributor Scott

Glorvigen, a longtime professional
walleye angler, advises anglers
eager to excel with swimbaits to

twitch it along bottom and let
that magical tail do the work for
you,” he says.

Paddletai ls, in compari-
son, are higher-octane options.
“They’re great alternatives to
hard-bodied, shad-style crank-

baits,” he says. “You can fish them
anywhere in the water column, at a
variety of speeds.”

One of his top swimbait pat-
terns is as straightforward as it is
deadly. “I’ve been fishing smaller

n round jigheads, close
trieve,”

ch

Paddletail

>>>>>>

»Pyzer prescribes smaller paddlers
for eater-size walleyes, and “stroll-
ing” to keep your bait in front of wall-
eyes of all sizes.
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head, long-shank jig. “An
extended shank, particularly
with a wire keeper, helps hold
softbaits in place,” he says. “Choose
a jig that’s heavy enough to keep
the bait near bottom given the
water depth and conditions. I gen-
erally use a jig of the same weight
I’d choose for a slipsinker if I was
dragging a livebait rig in the same
scenario. A jig box stocked with an
assortment of head from 1/4- to
1/2-ounce allows y
most situations.”

Glorv igen fav
9-inch to 7-foot spi
a medium-fast tip f
tail presentation. “
a fused line like B
Crystal or a braid
formance Braid, w
bottom, the lure’s
walleyes overtaki
says, noting that b
it easier to cast in w
“Plus, they slice
which helps whe
to wrestle a big w
greenery.

“High-visibilit
you visualize whe
detect strikes,” he
18-inch fluorocar
end of the mainli

DIYPaddlers
Longtime tournament pro and

reigning Cabela’s Masters Walleye
Circuit world champion Tommy
Skarlis has fished paddletails since
the early days.He’s a fan of their abil-
ity to put walleyes in the boat, espe-
ciallywhen the chips are down.And
while he’s fished virtually every

’ n-

“Lately, tournament partner Jeff
ahr and I have been using the Rip-
r, a homemade bait poured from a
oldmade byDo-itMolds,” he says.
he Ripper is a fat, ribbed bait with
large, round paddletail. The name
akes people think you have to fish
aggressively, and you can, but it’s
rsatile enough to do just about
anything.”

Available in 2½-, 3½-, and
4-inch sizes, the Ripper is the
brainchild of Do-it Molds prod-
uct manager Kyle Steinfeldt, an
avid walleye angler. “I aimed it
at walleyes, knowing bass would
like it, too,” says Steinfeldt. “I
began working on the Ripper
two years ago, and let the fish
tell me what they wanted while I
went through about a dozen pro-
totypes. The bait was finished in
the spring of 2017 and quickly
became our most popular selling
lure mold.”

Steinfeldt says the Ripper was
designed for both still and flow-
ing water, with equally decep-
tive action on the fall and during
straight retrieves. Its attributes, he
says, include a large paddletail,

ringwormexterior, anddeep-bodied
profile. “It produces a wide wobble
and pronounced side-to-side roll-
ing action that causes baits with dif-
ferent colors top and bottom to flash
like a swimmingminnow,” he adds.

As for jig pairings, he says ini-
tial experiments with teardrop-style
designs proved promising. “A lot
of an lers like the nose-first, bomb-

» favors a straight

dletails like the

Megabass Spark Shad on a ball-head jig.
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Plus, you can pour your
own baits as inexpensively as
7 cents apiece, whic
cheaper than you can
off the shelf.

“Tack le craf t i
allows you to cust
bait color and actio
he adds. “You can cr
ate color patterns t
match any species
crayfish or baitfish
or stand out from
crowd or environme . -
ferent hardening and softening
additives also let you adjust the
bait’s action. You can loosen it up
and widen the wobble, or tighten it
to accentuate the tail thump.”

Skarlis’ strategies for fishing the
Ripper are many and varied. “Dur-
ing the 2018 tournament season,
I plan to pull it on three-way rigs
along the faces of wing dams on the
Mississippi River, slow-troll it on the
edges and tops of flats on lakes like
Mille Lacs, and vertical jig it on the
Illinois River for monster saugers

want at the moment.”
Skarlis cautions anglers against

having one pet paddletail presen-
tation or preconceived notions
about what jigstrokes and other
motions are going to catch fish.
“You never get up in the morning
and say, ’This is how I’m going to
catch them today,’” he says. “Wall-
eye preferences change. One day
they want you to rip the bait errat-
ically with the rod tip as high as
possible, and the next they prefer
a steady lift and gentle downward 

-

s
,
-
-
s

-

t
s
’

t
t

,
-
-
t

.
t
r
-

Line is good, too, and I’ve
also been trying a new braid from

nd.” He adds a 2- to 6-foot
carbon leader of the same
strength to the end of the
line.
“As soon as you feel some-

hing different or see the line
o something different, set
e hook. Hook-sets are free,
the action imparted by an
l’ hook-set sometimes trig-
strike,” he says.
in, vary your retrieves at

times. Always imagine a walleye is
following your lure. Sometimes it
just takes a change up to get them to 
bite.” ■

*Dan Johnson of Isanti, Minnesota, is

a frequent contributor to In-Fisherman

publications and director of All Creation 

Outdoor Media.

Paddletail

>>>>>>

»Tommy Skarlis (seated) and tournament 

partner Jeff Lahr routinely tag-team 

w wit t i .
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than pike. Its casting
ent-wire buzzbait. It has
of the lure that helps to
cast,minimizing blade
he result is longer and
move a lot ofwater and
ir frog-like body. Their
n out of the water on a
Owner hook, they can

easi y withstand attac s by trophy pike.

Fail

“TO CATCH PIKE ON SHALLOW FLATS, 
FEW LURES PERFORM BETTER OR 

GENERATE MORE EXCITEMENT THAN 
PROP-STYLE LURES” 

buzzbaits, they’re n
the best choice for dri
ing ho

xit thick patches of vegetation. Concentrate on work-
g lures through clearings and along the edges of veg-
tation. As with any surface lure, wait until you feel the
eight of the fish on the line before setting the hook.
To gear up for big pike in shallow settings, a stout

og-style rod, high-speed reel, and heavy braid dramati-
ally increase hooking and landing percentages. Braided
ne is not only better than mono at withstanding the
brasion of running through vegetation, but it also slices
roughweedstalks when pike dash into them.

Follow-UpLures
When pike boil behind buzzers but won’t commit,

ft-plastic jerk shads excel as follow-up baits. Large ones
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like the 7-inch Lunker City Fin-S
Fish, Zoom Magnum Super Fluke,
and 7-inch Berkley Gulp! Jerk Shad
can be rigged on a 5/0 to 7/0 weight-
less extra-wide-gap hook for a weed-
less and lifelike lure.Worked rapidly
across the water with a walk-the-
dog action, they draw savage strikes.
Slowed to mimic a dying baitfish,
they trigger tentative fish. With a
snap of the rod, they dart and shoot
off to the side. On the pause, they
continue to glide and suspend in the
water column before slowly sinking
with a slight quiver.

Pike typically can be fooled by
going through the lure’s repertoire
of actions. Tie them with a 40- to
60-pound-test fluorocarbon leader
and attach to 30- to 50-pound Sufix
832 braid mainline with an FG
knot. Hi-vis braid assists in watch-
ing the line for any hops or jumps
that signal a bite.

To cover large flats, try rigging
-

each flick of the rod,
and dart independ
other so the action
able. The presentati
baitfish chasing eac
visually exciting rig.
tion changes abruptl
respond to such errat

The rig doesn’t
much as one mig
and it’s possible to
two pike at once w
they’re concentra
and competitively f
ing. Top color selecti
vary depending u
water clarity and
conditions, but whit
and bubble gum ar
see in the water and
tions from pike.

Gliding for Bigger Pike
Under cold-front

other dramatic we
aits trigger

seeking refuge in cooler areas
ain lake as summer pro-

. “Pike relate to long taper-
ts and deep weededges,” he
ere they hunt for prey rather
ing the lie-in-wait ambush
you find in shallow bays.
r larger pike on long taper-
nts that drop into deepwater.
whitefish andwalleyes relate
e areas especially if scattered
re present.”

Never-Fail

what’s called a
fishing. It consist
soft-plastic jerk
7/0 extra-wide-
rel swivels, and t
of 40-pound fluo
12 and 16 inches.
hook, and Texpo
independently t
rigs. The 40- to 6
line is threaded
of the longer pre
other pre-tied ri
end of themainli

This rig allo
to slide up an
the mainline,
the shorter one
on the mainlin
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BY CORY SCHMIDT*

Nearly impenetrable, vast green awnings of floating vege-
tation harbor swarms of big crappies, bluegills, and other sun-
fish, plus a thick stew of bugs, crustaceans, and minnows. Here, 
sun-protected panfish 
swim and forage in rel-
at ive comfort. Bass, 
pike, bowfin, and other 
marauders occasion-
ally invade this littoral
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friend and I discovered a gem of a panfish lake that
occasionally produced colossal crappies, but also some
frustration. We’d managed to work out a technique
southern anglers call doodlesocking—quietly and pre-
cisely dipping jigs into small open pockets in floating
vegetation, steering baits into place with 9- to 14-foot
poles, or in our case, spinning rods—11-footers from
Cabela’s and Class Tackle, both European-style match
rods, long discontinued. These days, B’n’M Poles owns

THROUGH THE ROOF

cover, while the tips are sensitive and soft enough to pro-
tect braided line. Fine graphite tips help guide light jigs 
into tight quarters, such as tiny openings in vegetation 
or between tree branches.

Though most of these rods match 2000-size spin-
ning reels, I often pair them with a 1000-size, such as 
a Shimano Sedona or Stradic. Since you’re not cast-
ing—at least not beyond the occasional short pitch—a
larger spool isn’t needed and adds weight. Tiny 1000-

to 4-pound braid,

above was caused
irling light mono

raided lines didn’t
n’t play nice with

y vegetation. Some
no for crappies in

2-ounce jig doesn’t

who moved from
ars ago, has worked
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the main channel, while after spawn-
ing they spread out more, and you’ve
got to hunt them down,” he says. “I’ve
noticed that most of the active mats I
find are near feeder creeks or in old
oxbows and other primary backwa-
ter areas. Big flats with 18 inches to 4
feet of water are ideal.

“Some of the pennywort mats I
fish are as small as a coffee table,”
he says. “Other beds are 4 or 5
acres. I look at the small mats as
casting targets, often working
around their perimeters, dipping a
little tube jig into corners and pro-
trusions along edges. When I work
a large plant-covered flat, I use my
trolling motor, fishing vegetation
the way a bass angler might flip it
with a worm or weedless jig.”

While small-leaved pennywort
and other plants such as “gator grass”
overgrow some of his best crap
spots, there’s something attractiv
crappies about water lettuce, he s
“Other than the overhead cover,
the root system of water lettuce t
attracts fish.” Indeed, Pistia strati
sprouts long, feathery root syst
that appeal to a variety of inverte-
brates such as crayfish, which feast
on the sweet plant flesh.

“ Wo rk i n g t h r o ug h t h e
expanses of matted cover, I sea
for targets—holes near thic
plant clumps, in particular,” Ba
explains. “Even a small openi
has potential. My Minn-Kota
is the best trolling motor I’ve
used and moves my boat qu
and efficiently through these
ted forests. Having spot-lock
cable-drive motor has been a
advantage for the way I fish. My
17-foot camo-green boat not only 

scythe. But trolling-motor noise and
too much on-off turmoil can spook
crappies, particularly in shallow,
clear water. Thus, a shallow-water
anchor can be a fantastic tool for
dipping pockets.

DippingDevices
Whether Balog’s snaking his

way through a jungle of pennywort
in Central Florida or I’m wend-
ing through a field of water lily on
a Minnesota lake, we fish in much
the same way. “Because I often fish
in 4 feet of water and less, I peel 3
to 4 feet of line off my reel and let
the jig hang,” Balog says. “When I
spot a small clearing among pads,
I move my rod tip into position and
drop the jig into it, letting the lure

.
pen within about 20 seconds, give
the jig one hard snap. Lots of times,
right after the lure comes to rest,
fish eat it.”

Most days, Balog begins and
ends with a 1/16-ounce ballhead jig
inserted into a 2-inch tube. He pre-
fers traditional tube rigging over
threading the bait onto the jighead
collar like a grub because it stays
intact until fish rip the bait apart. “To
me, a tube is the ultimate for dipping
and flipping,” he says. “You get hung
on something about every third
cast—it’s unavoidable. You don’t
want to constantly re-thread the bait
onto the hook. A tube, however, is
tough and efficient. I don’t mind jig-
heads with a cheap hook, either. You
need a hook that straightens when 

› Lures

A
C ry
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Akara Tungsten Jighea
Z-Man Finesse Shad



you hit a bad snag. A #6 or #8 light
bronze hook is ideal.”

As a lead jig alternative, a com-
pact, heavy tungsten jig more eas-
ily pierces thick mats. Tungsten lets
you maintain jighead and hook size
while fishing heavier, like the dif-
ference between piercing a target
with tin versus lead shot. My favor-
ite tungsten crappie jig is an Akara
Tungsten Jighead in 2-gram (1/14-
ounce) and 3-gram (2/19-ounce)
sizes. They match 11⁄2- to 2-inch soft-
baits and have a fine-wire Japa-
nese hook and keeper on the collar.
For micro (1-inch) softbaits, Akara’s
Tungsten Sphere and Teardrop jigs
feature even tinier head sizes with
hooks down to #16.

When crappies and ‘gills are
extra spooky, such as in 2 feet of
clear water, even a 12-foot rod might

not provide enough separation or
stealth to safely deliver a bait. It’s
here that my 9-foot St. Croix Pan-
fish Series rod springs into action,
rigged with 2-pound green Sufix 832
and a Thill Stealth or Mini Stealth
slipfloat above a jig-softbait combo.
I avoid pinching splitshot on the line
so the float and jig can be delivered
as one compact package, preventing
snags. For accuracy, a combo side-
arm swing and rod-tip flick usually
transports the rig to the target.

Other than a standard tube, such
as a Strike King Slab Hammer or Mr.
Crappie Tube, Balog likes straight-
tail plastics. The Strike King Shad
Pole and Lightning Shad, Candy
Plastics Domination Fry, and Trig-
gerX Flap Tail Grub are other pre-
ferred softbaits. One of my new
favorites is an Akara Tungsten

Jighead with the cut tail section of
a Z-Man Finesse ShadZ—soft and
lively yet durable.

Color can be a key factor at times.
“Many days on the St. Johns, pink
and white tubes blow everything
else away,” he says. “I also like to
start some days with a natural brown
tube before moving to solid white,
pink, or orange. Every waterway has
favored color patterns.”

What doesn’t change is a crap-
pie’s fondness for a roof over its head.
Whether it’s a large dock on a Ken-
tucky reservoir, lily pads on a Mid-
west lake, or water lettuce in Florida,
some of the biggest crappies and 
bluegills are always there. ■

*In-Fisherman Field Editor Cory Schmidt

is an astute multispecies angler and con-

tributor to all In-Fisherman publications.

“THERE’S SOMETHING ATTRACTIVE TO  
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BY DOUG STANGE
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STAY ON YOUR SPOT WITH SPOT-LOCK: THE MOST ACCURATE GPS ANCHOR EVER.

You know where fish are biting. We know how to keep you there. Check out Spot-Lock, the most 
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AVAILABLE ON: minnkotamotors.com/SpotLock



Custom (Fourth in a Series)Rod Building

Wrapping Guides
With various thread colors and combinations, wrapping
guides can add a personal touch to your rod. Recall that spinning rods
have the guides mounted on the opposite side of the spine while casting 
rods have guides lined up along the blank’s spine.

Preparing to wrap—Use manufacturer’s guidelines to accurately
space each guide along a rod blank. If wrapping a double-footed guide,
tape the forward foot in place first and then start wrapping. A single-
foot guide can be secured by wrapping
a small piece of tape around the center
of the foot. As you wrap up the foot you 
can remove the tape.

Step 1—Start the wrap about 1/4 inch
from the guide. Wrapping from left
to right, start with one wrap around
the rod blank. Then, place your finger
where the two threads meet and rotate
the blank while also crossing the run-
ning thread over the tag end. This forms

a cross-stitched-like X pattern
that locks the thread in place.
Execute about eight wraps before trimming off the remain-
ing length of the thread’s tag end. Trim the tag end as close 
to flush with the wrap as possible.

Step 2—Continue wrapping so that each thread is tightly 
placed next to the previous wrap.

Step 3—Once your wrap is about 1/8 inch from the end,
use a small piece of thread folded over into a loop and slide it
under the running thread. The loop goes in the same direc-
tion as your wrap. Continue wrapping over the loop roughly 
8 to 10 more times.

BY IN-FISHERMAN

Step 5—Use a razor blade and lay it flat against your guide
wrap with the blade facing the thread’s tag end. Pull the tag
end over the blade to cut it flush with the rest of the thread
wrap. Never use a sawing motion to cut the tag end because it
will fray the thread, which could end in failure for that wrap.

Step 6—Check to make sure your guides are aligned with 
the spine mark. ■

Check out In-Fisherman’s Custom Rod Building page (in-fisherman.com/

custom-rods) that features how-to videos, rod building tips, and more.



SIMPLY TOUCH.

SEE THE FULL LINE IN 5, 7, 9, AND 12-INCH DISPLAYS  

AT LOWRANCE.COM/ELITE-TI

12" 9 " 7 " 5"

™

Spend less time idling, and more time fishing by upgrading to the Lowrance®

Elite Ti. Bringing the convenience of touch to your fishfinder/chartplotter, the

Elite Ti makes it easier to pan and zoom across charts, or track back to find the

monster catch or structure. Couple it with the TotalScan
TM

all-in-one transducer,  

and you’ll have great performance and value, at a price that is right.



GOING PLACES« TRAVEL • RESORTS • GUIDES • OUTFITTERS

in-fisherman.com.

MASTER

2018

Eligible entries receive:

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS

(one per year) and species chevron.

SELECTIVE HARVEST
Selective Harvest is wise conservation of our natural resources. It main-
tains a tradition of harvesting some fish to eat, as they’re nutritious, deli-
cious, and renewable when harvested wisely. Large predators and large
panfish must be released to sustain good fishing. Only numerous and 
smaller fish should be kept.

RECOGNITION CERTIFICATE
In each region, anglers who enter the largest kept or largest released fish
of a species receive a Master Angler parchment certificate suitable for 
framing.

RECOGNITION PLAQUE
Anglers who enter a state-record fish qualify for a personalized Master 
Angler plaque.

Plano® 3600 Weekend Series Tackle Bags

SPECIES

Smallmouth Bass

White Bass

Hybrid Striped Bass

Redear Sunfish

Yellow Perch

Walleye

Northern Pike

Hybrid Muskie

Channel Catfish

Chinook Salmon

Brown Trout
Rainbow Trout/Steelhead

Lake Trout

Chain Pickerel

*California and Mexican largemouth bass must be 10 lbs. or 24 inches.

SASKATCHEWAN Tennessee



*Original coupon only. No use on prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase or without original receipt. Valid through 9/15/18.
At Harbor Freight Tools, the “Compare to” price means that the specified comparison, which is an item with the same or similar function, was
advertised for sale at or above the “Compare to” price by another national retailer in the U.S. within the past 90 days. Prices advertised by others
may vary by location. No other meaning of “Compare to” should be implied. For more information, go to HarborFreight.com or see store associate.

850 Stores Nationwide • HarborFreight.com
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FREE
WITH ANY PURCHASE 20%

OF

SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 1 coupon per customer per day. Save 20% on any 1 item purchased. *Cannot be
used with other discount, coupon or any of the following items or brands: Inside Track Club
membership, Extended Service Plan, gift card, open box item, 3 day Parking Lot Sale item,
compressors, floor jacks, safes, saw mills, storage cabinets, chests or carts, trailers,
trenchers, welders, Admiral, Ames, Bauer, Cobra, CoverPro, Daytona, Earthquake, Fischer,
Hercules, Icon, Jupiter, Lynxx, Poulan, Predator, Tailgator, Viking, Vulcan, Zurich. Not valid on
prior purchases. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/15/18.

.

ANY
SINGLE
ITEM*

Cannot be used with other discounts or prior purchases. Original coupon must be presented.
Valid through 9/15/18 while supplies last. Limit 1 FREE GIFT per customer per day.
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NOW
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900 MAX. STARTING/
700 RUNNING WATTS
2 HP (63 CC) 2 CYCLE

GAS GENERATOR

SAVE
$29
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ALL POWER
$11992

MODEL: APG3004A

99$ 99

2500 LB. ELECTRIC WINCH WITH
WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL

Voted Best
Winches

SAVE
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SUPER
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SUPERWINCH

$17999
MODEL: 1125220
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80 PIECE ROTARY TOOL KIT
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PROFESSIONAL WOODWORKER
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NOW
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$8497
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LIFETIME WARRANTY
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STEEL CARGO CARRIER
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BLUE HAWK
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3-IN-1 PORTABLE
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raging current. My personal Rock of
Gibraltar.

He pulled. Took up slack. He
pulled more. I swallowed half the
lake. He dragged me to the shallows.

I was sick. From ingesting so much
water, for sure, but probably, and
mostly, from the fearful realization
that I had just cheated death. Doc had
just cheated death for me. I gasped.
I cried like a baby. Doc gripped my
shoulder and looked away. A trickle
of watery blood ran into my eye.

Somehow the 14-foot boat hull
was wedged against a rock the size
of a Ford Bronco II at the upper

much about engines as he does about
aerobics, but he got it started, put me
inside, and we motored out of there.

We stopped for a good 40 min-
utes to assess the damage and dry
out, and watched the eagle feed its
young again.

The nick on my forehead had
stopped bleeding, and my arms were
scuffed, but not too bad. When I felt
around, I could detect nothing more
than aches and strains from the ordeal.
Bruises would appear later. I had extra
glasses in the cabin, just in case, and
even a new yacht cap. The old one was
stained and frayed, anyway.

Several times on the long, thought-
l voyage to the cabin, Doc asked if I
as okay. Several times I said I was.

After 10 minutes of silence, not
unting the boat engine’s gas-
rfumed purr, Doc said, “Tell you
e truth, I don’t think I can get into
is exercise thing. But maybe there’s
special lady out there who would
l in love with a big man like me.”
After considering my own

ndying love for the big man, I said,

“No doubt in my mind.”
Another 10 minutes passed, and

Doc said, “Um, maybe it would be
best if we didn’t share the details of
our, uh, adventure.”

“Don’t want to admit to being a
life-saving hero?” I said.

“It’s not that,” Doc said. “We
know this lake well enough to be
more careful in high water condi-
tions. I feel kinda guilty about that.
Kinda stupid.”

“It could’ve happened to anyone,”
I said, “but I’ll keep quiet. If they ask,
I’ll tell the boys I was on shore sur-
veying the rapids, and bumped my 
head on a tree or something.”

“I appreciate that,” Doc said.
“CanIsayonemorethingabout it?”
“Sure. Go ahead.”
I managed to stifle the sob that

welled up in my throat just long
enough to wheeze, “Thanks, Doc.” ■

*North with Doc columnist Greg Knowles

lives in Green Valley, Arizona. A 5-volume

set of the first 20 years of North with Doc

is available in e-reader form at amazon.
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Get your signed 1st edition

hardcover copy of

Fish and Bayou Tales
TODAY from Amazon. 

Prepare for a unique and exciting new

book by Lane Harrison! This beautifully

illustrated non-fiction graphic novel

chronicles a Houston man’s fishing

adventures on Buffalo Bayou as well

as his saltwater fishing tales and many

other stories from his life. Please leave 

a book review on Amazon!

presented by
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> Visit in-fisherman.com to search month-to-month for the best times at specific locations.
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Could be better...              Great day to fish!
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Now
available  

ONLINE.

osgnewsstand.com

guides when they sang,
“Mommas don’t let your babies

grow up to be cowboys (f ishing 
guides).

Don’t let ‘em pick guitars (tie flies) 
or drive them old trucks (boats).

Let ‘em be doctors and lawyers 
and such.

Mommas don’t let your babies
grow up to be cowboys (fishing 
guides).

Cause they never stay home and 
they’re always alone

Even with someone they love.”
And furthermore they speak of the

pride of a guide, “He ain’t wrong he’s
just different. But his pride won’t let
him do things to make you think he’s
right.” In fact, the entire song repre-
sents the life of a fishing guide.

As things begin to settle down in
the boat, Billy picks himself up and
grabs his rod, doggedly untangling the
line from the tip. After a minute or so he
clips off the tangled portion and reties
his hook with a Palomar knot. After
baiting up he makes a perfect cast to the 
lilies and plops down beside me.

For a moment we settle into a
groove on the little boat. No one
yells or complains. Fish are get-
ting caught. This is actually pleas-
ant. I think to myself. These boys
are going to be great anglers some-
day. I must be doing something right.
At that moment I feel a searing pain
behind my ear along with the slime
of a 4-inch nightcrawler splattered on
the side of my face. A split shot takes a
dull thump into my forehead. I calmly
try to take the rod away from Daniel,
my 4-year-old, but he struggles with
me, not wanting to give it up and not
understanding what he’s done. As
I reach for the Lightning McQueen
rod he goes to make a quick cast sink-
ing the hook and worm past the barb
into the back of my ear. I announce
the most dreaded words of any fish-
ing trip, even this one, “It’s time to go
home! Time to call it a day boys!” as I
rip the 3-foot pole from my youngest
son’s hands. They all beg and plead
for ten more minutes of fishing. And
it’s time to start a conversation with 
my wife about a bigger boat. ■

*Matt McQueen is a freelance writer living

in Chief, Michigan, where he splits his time

between writing, wrenching on boats, and 

baiting hooks for his three boys.
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Reflections
BY MATT MCQUEEN*

I l l u s t r a t i o n b y H a l M a y f o r t h

( c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 6 3 )

As I try to keep worms on hooks for
his little brothers, he demands I untan-
gle his line, rolling his eyes as I try t
explain to him that he’s not my only ch
My anxiety builds with his impatience
continues to start arguments with his b
and the turmoil builds.

Billy rolls his eyes as his brother misses another bite.
“Zack! How could you miss that fish? He’s going to swal-
low the hook!”

Surprising myself, I reach behind him, grabbing him
by the straps and collar of his life jacket, and chuck my
oldest son into Chief Lake. Immediately, there is wailing
and gnashing of teeth, as my younger two sons cry for
their oldest brother. Red and white bobbers roll in a one-
foot wake from the plunge. Bluegill, bass, and pike scat-
ter into the depths.

As the weeping continues, I sit down with my mug
and take a nice long drink of cold coffee and watch my
oldest son bob up and down in the lake with a look of
shock on his face. Homeowners along the lakeshore peer
out their windows in wonder at the fuss. How could a
person throw a child from a boat? I catch the eye of an
older woman sitting on a bench at the end of her alumi-
num dock and flash a wicked, malicious smile her way.
The sobbing continues and I begin to laugh a hysterical
Tom Hanks laugh at the entire situation. I even begin to
point my finger childishly at my oldest son floating in
the water next to the boat. No one shares in my humor.

A pathetic wet figure stares at me as I pretend to
enjoy my cold beverage. Should I leave him? I think to
myself. That would be pretty funny, but I’m sure that I
would receive a knock on my door by a social worker by
the end of the day. So we stare at each other for a moment
longer, deciding our next moves.

“Billy! Are you alright!?” Zack hollers to his brother
as if he fell off the S.S. Badger halfway to Wisconsin. No
answer, just staring.

“I’m telling Mom! Mom would never do that!” Billy
finally yells at me as he starts to swim back to the edge of
the boat.

“Ok. What do you think she’ll say?” I reply as I plop

Hell on Reels

anted to throw him ov
e. His complaining and arg

nd I had reached an all-tim

pect coming from the mou

my 10-year-old son was more th

I could bear as I tried to keep the

peace in the little 16-foot flat-

bottom boat.

a bobber and worm two feet from his shoulder, the little
splash causing him to wipe his face in disgust.

“I’m never going fishing with you ever again, Dad!”
I’ve heard this one many times. I’ve even turned it

around on him just as many, as a threat, and never fulfilled
it. We always fish together. We would rather fish than any-
thing else in the world. His dreams are filled with fish and
his world revolves around the prospect of catching bigger
fish. He caught his first king salmon when he was six and
many big pike and bass to boot. He will freeze his hands
until they’re too numb to catch steelhead on the pier. He’ll
soak himself to the bone in the rain on a frozen lake wait-
ing for a late season tip-up flag.

Today we are out for his little brothers, not that Billy
sees himself above catching bluegill under little red and
white plastic bobbers. I ignore his comment and lift him by
the shoulders of his life jacket and he slides over the gun-
wale onto the floor of the boat. He resembles a wet, red-
haired dog in all his clothes.

As he lies in the bottom of the boat for a few minutes,
pouting, I wonder to myself, did I create this monster?
Since he’s been able to walk I’ve brought him on every fish-
ing and hunting endeavor I’ve embarked on. We have shot
at turkeys and deer and netted many big fish together. My
wife and I choose to homeschool our boys in order to give
them the freedom to join in all that nature has to offer, 
uninterrupted.

I have a friend who was a full-time fly guide on the Big
Manistee River in Northwest Lower Michigan. He has told
me to be careful with this child of mine or he may end up
becoming a guide. His determination and relentless will is
leading him into a life of banged up jetboats and marginal
pay. “That boy is going to be hell on reels when he gets
old enough to drive.” But you have to follow your dreams.

Waylon and Willie must have been speaking of fishing 






